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The X-disease, or an extremely similar disease, of peach, was first recocnized in eastern Oregon in 1939,

It had been in some of the eastern Oregon

localities for several previous years.

Its symptoms on most commercial varieties ci

peach are similar to those described by Stoddard

in Connecticut, and it is doubt-

less the same as that described as Leaf-Casting Yellows in California.
DISTRIBUTION IN OREGON
This serious peach disease has been found in most of the counties east of the
Cascade Mountains in Oregon.

It has not yet been seen west if Wasco county in the

Columbia River valley nor west of Klamath county in scuthern. Oregon.

The Willamette

valley seems to be free from the disease.
SYMPTOMS

Affected trees have a light-green to yellowish appearance from a distance,
due to yellowed leaves which usually curl downward.

After mid-June and through the

sumner, leaves of diseased trees show small or large purplish spots and irregular
mottling which begins with water-soaked appearing areas, each of which nay he surrounded by an irregular purplish line or band.

This encircling band of leaf tissues

may present either a dull yellowish-green color or a purplish tone.

The spots die

and drop out, leaving ragged leaves, sometimes with most of the marginal leaf
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tissues gone.

Other leaves may show greenish-yellow or bright yellow coloration

with little, if any, spotting

Defoliation of affected twins is the rule, except

perhaps the newer leaves near the tips.

Whole trees do not always show symptoms

One or more branch may show disease symptoms while the other branches retain a
healthy aepearance

All types of variations of such partial infection may be found.

The fruits on severely affected twigs usually shrivel and drop early in July.
In milder cases the frurts may remain to ripen a little early, but are misshapen,
usually tapered at the apex,

In fruits on affected branches the pits become dis-

colored (darker brown), softened, and the seed itself does not live.
Trees showing infection one year usually are worthless by the following
season,

SPPLEAD OF INFECTION IN OREGON

After a peach orchard has some trees infected, the disease spreads rapidly.
For example, one orchard of 1476 trees had 316 trees infected in 1940,
increased to 497

This had

trees in 1941, or 57,3 per cent increase of infection, and

involving over one-third of the trees of the whole orchard.

Some orchards within

an infection area may show no infections others have been seen with over GO per
cent of the trees infected.

The spread of infection is doubtless by some insect which has not yet been
identified with the disease.

Dr. J. R

Kienholz, Associate Plant Pathologist, Bureau, of Plant Industry.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, stationed at Hood River Dranch Experiment
Station, made the surveys and charts of diseased trees of this orchard in
both years, 1940 and 1941.

Peach leaves from trees infected with the
X-disease.
Notice how portions are cut out along
definite lines resulting in a ragged-leaf condition.
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VARIETIES OF STONE FRUITS AFFECTED
The X-disease affects all knov'n varieties

f peaches as well as the culti-

vated. sweet cherry, sour cherry, and the wild chokecherry.

the native carrier of the disease.
appear yellowish, then reddish.

Wild chokecherries ore

Chokecherry bushes affected with the disease

The leaves turn rather deep red early in the

sunmer.

The virus of the X-disease of peach also causes the destructive disease
known as Buckskin in sweet cherries.
liazzard roots.

This is much more severe on Mahaleb than on

The disease in sour cherries has not been identified in nature,

hut inoculated trees have been shown to carry the disease back to peach by grafting.
The X-disease of peaches is, therefore, a menace to sweet cherry production
when it occurs in a district where sweet cherries are grown.

SUGGESTIONS ON CONTROL OF THE XDISEASE
I.

All infected orchard trees should be removed on a voluntary basis as soon

as they are identified.

It mioht be well to sear the leaves with a torch to kill

any insects before the infected trees ar
2.

moved.

Diseased chokecherries should be eradicated from infected peach-growing

districts; they should be removed and burned,
3.

Piantin

stock for new peach orchards should come from nurseries that

secured all hud-vrood outside of infected areas,

free of disease and true to variety name,

Such stock should be guaranteed

In fact, stone-fruit trees from which

hudwood is to be taken should be certified under Oregon laws
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